The stress-free way to place Lumineers and porcelain restorations with controlled ease. Adds confidence during placement and reduces strain on porcelain.

CONTENTS:
- LumiGrip®
- LumiGrip hose (NM-D)
- Suction tips (NM-D)
- Bottle brushes (NM-D)
- Instructions (NM-D)
Thank you for your purchase of the LumGrip. DenMat values your business and continually strives to support you with innovative products for your practice.

Use: The LumGrip is an ergonomically designed, fully autoclavable, anodized aluminum hand-piece that maximizes available suction forces in order to securely, effortlessly, and delicately assist in the precise placement of contact lens-free Lumineers®.

Features: The LumGrip incorporates a sealed, autoclavable, ball-bearing, 360° swivel into the hand-piece base to reduce tactile interference due to torsional resistance of the silicone tubing. The LumGrip greatly enhances safe transportation of Lumineers to the tooth and eliminates the hand-piece base to reduce tactile interference due to torsional resistance of the silicone tubing. The LumGrip greatly enhances safe transportation of Lumineers to the tooth and eliminates the hand-piece base to reduce tactile interference due to torsional resistance of the silicone tubing.

Wear protective gloves while using this product.

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Immediately following placement, have the assistant grasp the LumGrip firmly around the 360° swivel at the base of the handle and push off the vacuum line. Wipe down the LumGrip, discard the disposable suction cup, and clean the internal surface by rotating the on/off valve to the open position, inserting the smaller (bristle-end) cleaning brush into the tubing connection and end of the handle piece, and advancing it completely through the entire length of the hand-piece. Following this, the assistant should grasp the body of the LumGrip at its base when passing it to the doctor so that the gingival portion of the Lumineers is pointing to 3 o'clock.

2. Following conditioning and drying of the Lumineers, Cerinate Prime® can be applied to the etched surface and the excess occlusal off with a plastic micro-spatula. The slanted hand-piece can then be depressurized back into the Lumineers box with the labial side up, for easy pick-up later.

3. The LumGrip assists with steady dispensing of UltraBond® Plus from the dual-bulbed syringe. Careful attention should be paid to avoid voids or air bubbles, particularly in the incisal wrap area. Without touching the vendor, if the syringe tip is very slightly in contact with the cement deposited on the surface, it can be used to push or “walk” the cement around the Lumineers edges to ensure that the entire porcelain surface is completely covered.

REORDER

Replacement suction cups are available for reorder in packages of ten #030752110. Cleaning brushes as well as all accessories may also be purchased by contacting DenMat.

LIMITED WARRANTY

DenMat will replace, or refund the purchase price of any of its products that are proven to be defective within 30 days of the purchase date. Replacement of defective goods, or refund of the purchase price shall be the exclusive remedy for the user. DenMat will not be liable for any economic, incidental, or consequential loss or damage that arises out of the use of, or inability to use its products.

This limited warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, expressed or implied, and shall be void if the product is improperly stored or used. No implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or otherwise. Before using this product, the user shall determine whether it is suitable for the intended use and the user shall assume all risk and liability associated therewith.
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